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Five Ways to Help Your Late-Talking Toddler 
Try these simple strategies to get your toddler talking more. 

 

Don’t do all the talking.  
Communication is a two way street. It takes two 
people to have a successful conversation. So why 
do so many of us talk for our children? We talk 
about what we’re doing, we talk about what they 
see, we talk about what’s in our environment. Yes, it 
is very important for children to hear thousands of 
vocabulary words each day. But it is equally 
important to give THEM a chance to talk to US. 
Often times, adults will ask a child a question, and if the child doesn’t 
respond immediately, the adult with either guess the answer or move on to 
another question. We need to give children TIME to process and respond. 
So next time you ask your child a question or make a comment, look at 
your child, and wait 5 whole seconds to give your child a chance to 
respond. Conversations with your child should be balanced. Every time you 
talk, your child should get a chance to talk too.  

 
Ask fewer questions. 
 For some reason us adults think the 
only way to get our children to talk is 
by asking them questions. But 
sometimes questions have the 
OPPOSITE effect! Questions are very 
demanding, and often cause children 
to shut down and talk less. Guess 
what? There are other ways we can get 
our kids to talk to us!  
Here are some ideas. 
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Give your child choices:  
Choices are great for building language because they require your child to 
speak, but don’t require your child to generate his own response-
appropriate responses are already laid out for him.  
 
Give your child fill in the blanks:  
Filling in blanks is an AUTOMATIC response for your brain. For instance, 
when you hear “Row row row your...” - I bet I know what you’re thinking! 
“Boat” pops into your head almost immediately. Use fill in the blanks with 
songs your child likes to sing or books your child likes to read.  
 
Model the word:  
Imitation is a natural part of language development. Children imitate words 
before they start to use words on their own. So if you’re child isn’t saying a 
word that you want him to, model it. Say it for him in a really fun voice to 
really get his attention.  
 

Don’t say “say”. 
That’s right. You read this correctly. But 
don’t all parents tell their kids “say” this 
and “say” that? YES they do. BUT this isn’t 
the best way to teach your child new 
words. Why? When we say “say”, we are 
removing the meaning of the word 
because we are taking it out of context. 
When you say “say” this, you are teaching 
your child to say whatever Mommy or 
Daddy says after “say”, rather than teaching the meaning of the word. If 
you are playing ball with your toddler, don’t say “say ball.” Instead, show 
your child the ball, hold the ball up high, and before you throw the ball, say 
“BALL!” Your child will learn the word “ball” much quicker this way.  
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Keep it fun! 
It is so easy to fall into the pattern of 
being “the adult”. We talk in a complex 
sentences, we ask too many questions, 
we are BORING. Why would children 
want to engage with us? Take some time 
when you are playing with your child to 
BE A KID, TOO. Use funny voices when 
you are pretending to be a character, get 
your own toys so your child doesn’t feel like he has to share, make fun 
sounds like “oops!”, “pop!”, and “boom!”. You are sure to get your child’s 
attention when you are acting like a kid. And you will be a much more fun 
play partner! 
 
 


